
Essential Safety Information

IMPORTANT NOTES
1. This document is issued in accordance with the requirements 

of the Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974 and the Supply 
of Machinery (Safety) Regulations 2008. It provides essential 
safety information, guidance and instruction to the user for the 
care and safe use of the equipment.

2. The information in this document must be passed to the duty 
holder’s responsible person for the inspection, examination, 
use, storage, maintenance and repair of the equipment. The 
duty holder may or may not be the actual user of the equipment.

SS-L5
Lever Hoist
Essential Safety Information



1.1 William Hackett second generation SS-L5 subsea
 has been developed in line with industry and BP
 guidelines, specification and compliance requirements
 for lever hoists used in the subsea environment. The SS
 L5 also meets and exceeds the requirements of IMCA
 LR005, DO28-Rev. 2 June 2017. ‘Guidance on the use of
 



2. Safe use information
2.1 Do not attempt lifting operations unless you have been

 properly trained and you understand the use of the

 equipment.

2.2 William Hackett SS-L5 lever hoists are not designed for

 lifting people and should not be used for that purpose.

2.3 Use appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE) 

2.4 Always inspect the lever hoist prior to and after use, and

 if any damage is apparent the hoist should be

 quarantined for inspection by a competent person.

 Labels should clearly show the identification and other

 data for the hoist.

2.5 Check the correct engagement of the top and bottom

 hooks.

2.6 Ensure that the suspension structure has sufficient load

 bearing strength and capacity to support the load and

 the rigging attached to the suspension point.

2.7 Do not use the lever hoist as a chain sling; it is a

 lifting appliance and suitable lifting accessories should

 be incorporated into the lift plan to facilitate a safe lifting

 operation.

2.8 Establish a clearly defined zone around the area of the

 lifting operation.

2.9 Always stand aside from the load when operating the

 hoist and ensure that no one enters the lift zone

 unintentionally during the lifting operation.

2.10 Ensure that the load chain is not twisted,

 particular care should be taken when using multi-fall

 hoists.

2.11 During the lift the load chain should be straight and

 should not contact any angles or edges.

2.12 Take the load steadily and avoid shock loads.

2.13 Do not expose lever hoist assemblies, chain slings and

 components to chemicals or corrosive solutions (whether

 immersed in such solutions or used in atmospheres in

 which fumes are present), particularly acidic or strongly

 alkaline environments without consulting the supplier or

 manufacturer.

2.14 Do not leave suspended loads unattended. In an

 emergency cordon off the working area and establish

 safe exclusion zones.

2.15 Damaged lever hoists should be returned to stores/

 rigging loft and tagged “DO NOT USE”, then placed in

 quarantine.

3. Fleeting advice
3.1 Top Hook Suspension - the suspension point must have

 sufficient clearance to allow the top hook to articulate

 within it.

3.2 The suspension point must have a SWL greater than the

 load to be lifted. it.
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6. Operative training
6.1 All personnel involved in using lifting equipment in any

 of its many forms must be provided with suitable training.

 This is a specific requirement highlighted in the Health &

 Safety at Work etc. Act 1974 and ancillary legislation and

 is of particular concern given the risk to individuals and

 equipment due to incorrect use.


